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Morpurgo Memories
Michael Morpurgo, the world-famous writer, came to visit Junior King’s for our
speech day last year. He was Captain of School at The King’s School in his day and
already a gifted storyteller. Last year, he inspired us all at our 90th anniversary Speech
Day! We very much hope that you will be able to explore the Farms for City Children
website and that you’ll enjoy reading Michael’s ‘A Song of Gladness’ story, written this
year for the collection The Book of Hopes.

A Song of Gladness
I’ve been talking every morning to
blackbird, telling him why we are all so
sad at the moment. He sits on his branch
and listens.
It was blackbird’s idea. He sang out this
morning at dawn from his treetop in the
garden, to fox half asleep behind the
garden shed. She thought it a good idea
too. It was a wake-up call. Fox was on
her feet at once, and trotting through
Bluebell Wood, where she barked it to
deer who ran off across the stream.
Kingfisher was there, otter and dipper
too. They heard, and piped it on, and
swallow swooped down over the
meadow, and passed it on to cows
waiting to go into their milking, and to
sheep resting quietly under the hedge
with her lambs in the corner of the dewdamp field.
And they all agreed, bleating it out to
bees already busy at their flowers, to
weaving spiders, and grasshoppers, and
scurrying mice.
Trees heard sheep
calling too, the whole flock of them, and
waved their budding leaves in wild
enthusiasm; and high above, the clouds
wandered through the skies driven by
wind, and wind took blackbird’s idea
over the cliffs across heaving seas, where
gulls and albatross cried it out, and
whales and dolphins and porpoises
heard it, and wailed and whooped it
down into the deep, where turtles
listened, and they too loved the idea. So
did plankton and every fish and crab and
sea urchin and whelk, they all whispered
that it was a fine notion, the best they
ever heard.

And the whisper went over the sea on the
curling waves to the shores of Africa,
where lions roared their approval, and
elephants trumpeted it, leopards yawned
it, water buffalo belched it, wild dogs
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From the Head
The last five weeks have flown by and
the children should be commended on
their resilience and hard work while
engaging so well with our online
learning. As a reminder there will be
no lessons next week as it is Half Term.
Everyone is feeling tired and in need of
a really good, screen-free rest, enjoying
the sun and time with families over the
coming week.
As a special treat, the staff have
produced another video for you to
enjoy and to wish you a lovely Half
Term. We wanted to celebrate that the
children have done so much this term to
make you (and us) feel proud!

yelped it. Wildebeest murmured it out
across the savanna; and storm lifted the
idea up over rainforests, where rain took
it and poured it down on gorillas in the
mist, on chimpanzees in their sleeping
nests. Howler monkeys and gibbons
echoed their calls loud over all the earth –
they are that loud; and then from far up
high, sun heard it too and shone it down
over deserts where oryx stamped her foot
impatient to be getting on with it and
doing it – she loved the idea that much.
Even camel who rarely joined in
anything thought this was the best and
most beautiful idea he had ever heard.
Back in the garden, blackbird waited till
everyone was ready. And then he began
to sing. And the whole carnival of
animals, every living thing on this good
earth joined in, until the globe echoed
with the joy of it.

you silly man? We want you and yours
to be happy again. Only then will you’ll
treat us and the world right again, as you
know you should. Only then will all be
well. Sing, silly man, sing, sing. Our
song is your song, your song is our
song.”

But I was still lost in sadness, as I heard
the earth singing around me. It was a
song of forgiveness. I knew that. So I
asked blackbird if I could join in. And he
sang his answer back to me.

So I sang, we all sang, sang away our
sadness. In every house and flat and
cottage, we clapped and sang, in every
hut and tent, in every palace and hospital
and prison. And they heard and we
heard our song of gladness echoing all
together, in glorious harmony across the
universe.

“Why do you think we are doing this,

/Michael Morpurgo

And blackbird was very pleased.
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On this Friday…
In 1859, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, author
of the Sherlock Holmes detective stories,
was born.

Interview with Matthew Stonier (OJKS):
English Schools’ Cross Country Champion
Last Saturday should have been our annual Sports Dinner, an evening where we thank
our Upper School pupils for their contributions to sporting life at Junior King’s.
As well as enjoying a delicious dinner, our senior sportspeople would have had the
chance to hear from a speaker, usually a figure in the sporting community who could
provide inspiration to our young sportsmen and women.
This year, the speaker would have been Matthew Stonier, a former Junior King’s pupil
currently in his final year at the King’s School, whose phenomenal form this year has
seen his cross country sporting career take off spectacularly, with six major victories
and two national titles under his belt.

In their Wellness session last Friday, Upper School pupils were invited to watch a
recorded interview with Matt in lieu of his Sports Dinner speech. With Head of Girls’
Games, Miss Scott-Kilvert, in the interviewer’s seat, Matt answered questions on his
sporting memories at Junior King’s, talked school sports scholarships (and why they
aren’t necessarily the be all and end all if you have your sights set on sporting
greatness), his training regime in and out of school and much more.
From his early Sports Days and whole school cross country events at Junior King’s to
county and national success, Matt’s achievements are a testament to his focus, hard
work and his dedication to personal development. Matt’s advice to our Year 8 pupils?
‘Make the most of every opportunity you get […]. Realise that, at the age of 13 you’re
not going to have peaked. There’s many years to come to get better.’

Poem of the week

Click here to watch the full interview with Matt.

I write, erase, rewrite
Erase again, and then
A poppy blooms.

Where in Junior King's
is this?
Do you know where you might find this
on the school grounds?

Mr Castro’s Challenge
This week we have a special challenge
from Mr Castro. Some of you may know
that before he came to teach at Junior
King’s, Mr Castro played football
professionally in different teams in
Spain, including in the Under 23 Sevilla
FC team with footballers like Sergio
Ramos and Jesús Navas. Can you match
him in the challenge? All you need is a
football!
Find his video on PlanetEstream here.
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The Buzz with Barbara

Rainbows
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A message from Barbara the Bear:
Thank you for sending such lovely
photos of your beautiful rainbow
creations. Look closely and you may
even spot a few real-life rainbows, too!
What a treat it has been to receive them.
Lots of love, Barbara xoxox
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Remote Learning –
Pupil Work
We are really enjoying seeing the work
that you are doing at home. Please do
keep sending in photos to your teachers
and form tutors so that we can include as
many of them in The Week as possible!
The cut off for any entries into The Week
is Thursday afternoon, 3pm. Anything
received after that will automatically be
saved for the following week’s edition.
Obviously it won’t be possible to include
everything we are sent in The Week, so
do look on our social media pages,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, for
more of your work.

It's great to see pupils enjoying their
remote learning outside. Darius (Year 3)
has been learning about trees in the
garden and Cameron (Year 8) and Josie
(Year 6) are doing their Art work en plein
air.
Year 4 have been working on silhouette
self-portraits. Do you recognise David
and Oliver?

Reception have had an extra teacher to
help with their remote lessons: Miss
Moore’s dog, Winston. He’s been
enjoying the sun in the Nursery Garden
this week in between learning about
dinosaurs with the class, who have been
making fact files, labelling dinosaurs and
making their own volcanoes out of bicarb
and vinegar.
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Year 6 have been studying farming this half term in Geography and have submitted
some brilliant projects. Here are examples from Tristan, Edward and Anouk. Miss
Scott-Kilvert would like to congratulate the whole year group on their efforts and
hopes that all their amazing work can be displayed in school in due course.

Celia (Year 8) is keeping up with her
dancing and even did a virtual class with
Abby Lee Miller of ‘Dance Moms’!
Year 5 have been studying Macbeth in
English. This week, pupils recreated the
opening scene with the witches and
made dioramas of the scene. Some very
convincing performances (not to mention
costumes!) from Grace, Sophie and
Honor. And isn’t Chikanyima’s diorama
brilliant?

Remote Learning
(Continued)
Kayesha (Year 3) has been enjoying some
upcycling projects. We are very
impressed by this amazing shuttlecock,
made using a plastic bottle and cork!
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Members of Year 5 have researched
rationing this week and were set a
wartime cooking task. Here’s Romilly
serving up her stew, Tom with his
orange cookies and Finn with some tasty
-looking cheesy potatoes.

Year 3 have been making their own
Greek pot designs. Santino, Lewis and
Serena have produced these lovely
pieces; don't they look authentic?

Remote Learning
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As part of their topic on Sikhism, the
Year 2 pupils made their own Nishan
Sahib (Sikh flag) and carefully drew the
Khanda symbol on it. Here’s work by
Lucinda, Findlay and Elliot.
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Year 7 made these amazing masks in Art
out of materials they found at home.
Work here by Ivan, Joseph and Anna.

DT at Home
Pupils have drawn on all their creativity
and design skills to produce some really
inventive work from home this half of
term.
You’ll find a sample of the
amazing work done in lessons later on in
The Week.

Year 1 have been working with the theme
of rainbows this week. With a lot of
sunshine – not just from their smiles –
they made gorgeous rainbows to
represent the burst of colour and variety
of life from their point of view. Thank
you, boys – nothing like colour to
brighten our day!

Will runs the
Diplomarathon for
charity
We were proud to hear that Year 8 pupil
Will S recently ran a mile as part of the
Diplomarathon: a Foreign Office global
24-hour marathon relay fundraising
event. Will was the fastest mile runner
for the embassy he was running for,
which raised over £40,000 for UNICEF
and NHS charities. Great work, Will!

Year 6 have been creating Rex Ray
inspired collages. Work here by George
and Luke.

Xiao Xiao receives
Guildhall offer
Huge congratulations to Xiao Xiao (Year
7) on her acceptance into the Junior
Guildhall Music Programme.
An
amazing achievement and one that will
no doubt allow her to continue to
flourish as a musician. Well done, Xiao
Xiao!
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Planner Competition 2020
Congratulations to Molly (Year 7) whose work has been chosen as the winner of this year’s Planner Competition! We had some
really thought-provoking, inspiring entries submitted, but sadly there could only be one winning design.
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Planner Competition 2020
Thank you to all who entered and spent
time thinking about how to portray our
theme of “the environment”. We hope
you enjoy looking at all the amazing
entries as much as we did.
Thank you to Aadham, Anna, Daniel D,
Daria, Edward, Elizaveta, Erik, Grace,
Honor, Isabelle S, Ivan, Jasper S, Josie,
Lewis, Olivia R & Sophia G!
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DT at Home
Year 3 have been creating light boxes that
hold a positive message board.
Well done to Hanya, Isabelle S, Lewis,
Maël, Sonny and William!
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DT at Home
Year 4 have been looking at simple
machines and have constructed a robot
from recycled materials. Pupils were
asked to incorporate one moving part
into their robot.
Well done to Charlotte, Martha, Tina &
Zach!

DT at Home
Year 5 have been studying structures and
have selected tasks from a menu of
different activities.
Well done to Aadham, Finn, Grace, Noah
& Saku!
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DT at Home
Year 6 have completed two projects this
half of term. In the first they a selected
20th century product that has improved
our lives. The second project focused on
interior design, with pupils designing
their dream room.
Well done to Elena, George, Hanshuo &
Yewon!
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DT at Home
Year 7 and Year 8 have been studying the
history of design and designing and
making model chairs in the style of their
chosen era.
Well done to Amelia, Anna, Ava, Charlie,
Enoch, Flavia, Jasper, Liza, Max, Mischa,
Naeto, Nikita & Sam!
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Remote Learning

Lockdown Poem
Times like these are devastating.

(Continued)
Year 6 have been writing ‘Lockdown
Poems’. Here is work by Abi, Tristan
and Joshua.

There is drought in the streets and classrooms here
and there are bare. The lovely laughter lingers no
more.
How did it come to this?
Our homes have become our cages and our world is
like a dark night, but there is always light at the
end of a tunnel, the sun will shine beautifully.
The lovely laughter will linger, the streets will be
flooded with people and the classrooms will be filled
with youthful children.

And while we are getting a hold of ourselves, we
are bonding more than ever, baking more than ever
and walking more than ever.

Lockdown Poem
The classrooms are empty,
A lot working from home.
Many with loved ones,
Some on their own.

We are optimistic.
/Joshua E

Lockdown poem.

The desks are abandoned,
I wish you were back.
I miss you,
The banter and the crack.

What have we got ourselves into?
The sound of cars is gone and the sky is blank.
Shops are empty, businesses are dying.

One out, one in
What has this world become?
A trip to the shops,
The ghastly lockdown rule never stops

We are walking but it doesn’t take us anywhere.
We just go round in circles, coming back to the
place where we started from.

But wait!
What can I do?
Bake a cake? Or, garden?
Maybe go on a country walk and hear a cow go
‘moo’.

During this lockdown you can get quite bored.
We have dug out old recipes and tried out new
ones.
We have done things we never thought we would
have time to do.

But no…
We’re stuck inside.
All alone,
With nothing to do but moan.

The classrooms are empty.
School is no longer thriving with busy pupils.

What? What is that burning light?
A torch turning on, to light up the night?
No, it’s beautiful, it’s Hope!
To comfort me and tuck me in warm and tight.

But we have carried on, like nothing has happened.

Shops will open,
Cafes and restaurants too!
We will see friends,
When the times lends.

We must thank the key workers who have pulled us
through this horrible pandemic.

We have missed friends, but this could all change
soon.

Clapping is now a way of saying ‘thank you’ to
everyone who has helped.

We will beat Corona
And see her retreat.
Life will be normal,
And life will be sweet!

We will have hugs; we will have kisses and we will
travel to distant places far far away.
/Abi B

That moment will come when we can emerge from
our shells and have freedom again.
/Tristan

Answers to this week’s puzzles & riddles.

Happy
Birthday!
We wish a very
Happy Birthday to
the following pupils
and staff who have
their birthdays
coming up

23rd May
David A-J
Darius A-J
Mr Cox
24th May
Rufus S
Isabelle S
Mrs Robinson
25th May
Ottie DH
27th May
Mark M
Mackenzie S
30th May
Ewan M
1st June
Jack B
2nd June
Rose D
3rd June
Wendy F

5th June
Jessie W
Benedict S

Answers to the Sports Pitch Markings Puzzle, which was set in your Wellness lessons this
week:
1) Football, 2) Rugby Union, 3) Netball, 4) Basketball, 5) Baseball, 6) Hockey, 7) American Football, 8)
Australian Rules Football, 9) Cricket, 10) Tennis,
11) Badminton, 12) Volleyball, 13) Ice Hockey, 14) Lacrosse, 15) Squash.
Languages Quiz Answers: English – summer; Latin – aestas; Spanish – Verano; Italian – estate;
Japanese – Natsu (夏); Russian – leto (лето); French – été; Chinese – Xiàtiān (夏天); Swedish –
sommar; Turkish – yaz.
Where in Junior King's answer: the door to the Barn.
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